Thermal barrier coating effect on stress and temperature distribution of diesel engines cylinder heads using a two-layer viscoelasticity model with considering viscosity effects
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Abstract

This paper presents finite element analysis (FEA) of a coated and uncoated cylinder heads of a diesel engine to examine the distribution of temperature and stress. A thermal barrier coating system was applied on the combustion chamber of the cylinder heads, consists of two-layer systems: a ceramic top coat (TC), made of yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ), ZrO2-8%Y2O3 and also a metallic bond coat (BC), made of Ni-Cr-Al-Y. The coating system in this research comprises 300 μm zirconium oxide TC and 150 μm BC. The three-dimensional model of the cylinder heads was simulated in abaqus software and a two-layer viscoplasticity model was utilized to investigate the elastic, plastic and viscous behavior of the cylinder heads. The elastic and plastic properties of BC and TC layers were considered and the effect of thermal barrier coatings on distribution of temperature and stress was investigated. The aim of this study is to compare the distribution of temperature and stress in the coated and uncoated cylinder heads under thermo-mechanical loads. The results of FEA showed that the thermal barrier coating system reduces the temperature about 53°C because of its lower thermal conductivity. As a result, the cylinder head tolerates lower temperature and fatigue life will increase. The results of thermo-mechanical analysis indicated that the stress in the coated cylinder head decreased approximately 24 MPa for the sake of depletion of temperature gradient which can lead to higher fatigue lifetime. Viscous strain was significant and its amount is not negligible.
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1. Introduction

Cylinder heads are the important parts of the internal combustion engines which are under thermo-mechanical stresses for the sake of their working type [1-6]. Therefore, selection of materials is of paramount importance since they must have sufficient mechanical strength at high temperatures to be able to withstand cyclic stresses caused by heat and pressure [2,3,6,7]. High output capacity, low fuel consumption, low emission and reducing the cost of maintenance are among the restrictions making the design of cylinder heads a complicated task [3]. Aluminum-Silicon is a casting alloy which has extensive use in the automotive industry, especially in cylinder heads of diesel engines. These materials have been replaced by a variety of cast iron which were previously used in the manufacture of cylinder heads [1].

Cylinder heads are exposed to thermal and mechanical loads. The temperature difference, which is the result of turning the engine on and off, begets thermo-mechanical fatigue (TMF) loads on the cylinder heads [1,3,8,9,10] and consequently reduces their lifetime, especially in thinner regions. The crucial regions include the valves bridge and areas near spark plugs and injectors [2,11]. Many researchers have carried out a large number of studies on design of diesel engines with lower heat rejection.
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(LHR) by using thermal barrier coating (TBC). The diesel engine generally offers better fuel economy than its counterpart petrol engine. Even the diesel engine rejects about two thirds of the heat energy of the fuel, one-third to the coolant, and one third to the exhaust, leaving only about one-third as useful power output. Theoretically, if the heat rejected could be reduced, then thermal efficiency would be improved, at least up to the limit set by the second law of thermodynamics. LHR engines aim to do this by reducing the heat lost to the coolant [12,13,14].

Typically, the thermal efficiency of diesel engines is low and consequently huge amount of fuel energy wastes. Therefore, the design of advanced engines with low heat dissipation has considerably increased because of the strict regulations in fuel economy and engine emissions. One way to improve the thermal efficiency in diesel engines is using thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) [12,15,16]. TBCs can be applied to the combustion chamber of diesel engines in order to allow higher combustion temperatures which increase the thermal efficiency or to achieve lower base metal temperatures. This can cause an increase in fatigue life of high temperature components and also reduction in fuel consumption and some emissions such as hydrocarbons [17,18,19].

TBCs used in diesel engine components comprise two main layers, namely top coat which is mostly made of zirconium oxide and a metallic bond coat [15,20,21]. In this research, the composition of TC is ZrO2–8 wt.%Y2O3 and that of BC is Ni-Cr-Al-Y. The thicknesses of BC and TC layers are considered as 150 μm and 350 μm, respectively [22].

Aluminum cylinder heads must be adequately robust to tolerate gas pressure, assembly loads and high temperature resulting from ignition to avoid cracking the valves bridge [7]. Thermo-mechanical loading cylinder heads can only be controlled through modern cooling systems or protective coatings such as TBC that reduces heat stress and thereby reduces the temperature gradient [23].

The biggest weakness of the thermal barrier coating systems is the interface between the two layers of metal and ceramic. This area undergoes high stress due to the difference of thermal expansion coefficient between the two metal and ceramic layers. Therefore, damage generally starts from this area in thermal barrier coatings. Accelerating the destruction and detachment of the coatings, oxidation of metal layers is another reason for thermal barrier coatings destruction. As a result, the studies on thermal barrier coating systems are focused on improving fracture toughness and adhesion strength in order to increase the service life and reliability of thermal barrier coatings at high temperature [21,24,25].

Preliminary researches on the application of the thermal barrier coating in diesel engines were carried out by kamo and bryzik, kamo and sekar and kamo et al. in 1978 to 1989. Their experiments revealed that thermal barrier coatings reduce fuel consumption, improve thermal efficiency, increase power, reduce noise, reduce maintenance costs, improve reliability and durability, reduce emissions and amplify engine life and the ability to use several types of fuel [26-29,30,31]. These results are confirmed in the experiments conducted by winkler et al. and winkler and Parker [32,33].

Arment et al. and Modi investigated the effect of thermal barrier coating on the performance of diesel engines. Their researches proved that the thermal barrier coatings reduce fuel consumption [16,34].

The effect of thermal barrier coatings on engine emissions were studied by buyukkaya et al. and Ramu and Saravanan. Their experiments proved that thermal barrier coatings reduce unburned hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and oxides of nitrogen [13,17].

Asghari and salimi, ranjbar-Far et al., wang et al. and rezvani rad et al. studied the effect of thermal barrier coatings on stress distribution in experimental samples and observed the reduction of stress distribution in the substrate of experimental samples with thermal barrier coatings. The maximum stress occurred in BC layer [20,35,36,37].

In another attempt, temperature and stress distributions in coated pistons of gasoline engines were examined by cerit. His analysis proved that the surface temperature of the pistons with 0.5mm thickness coating was 34 percent more than the surface temperature of pistons which were not coated [38].

Comparing temperature distribution of coated pistons in a gasoline engine proved that YSZ is the best coating for the pistons to reduce unburned hydrocarbons [39].

Thermal analysis of two pistons of a gasoline engine which were coated in metal thermal barrier coating and zirconium were carried out by marr et al. Their study showed that metal thermal barrier coating and zirconium reduce the transfer of heat flux from the piston crown to its bottom about 69% and 77% respectively, compared to the pistons which were not coated [40].

Cerit and coban analyzed thermal stress and temperature distribution in coated pistons of a diesel engine. The temperature at the surface of the coated region was significantly higher than that of the uncoated piston surface. Increase in the maximum temperature at the crown center, compared with the uncoated piston, was 32.7%, 55.8%, 72.5% and 84.8%
for 0.4 mm, 0.8 mm, 1.2 mm and 1.6 mm thickness coating, respectively. It is clear that a higher combustion chamber temperature is provided by means of TBC. As a result, thermal efficiency of the engine increases. Moreover, reduction of the piston (substrate) surface temperature has a positive effect on engine performance [41].

Temperature distribution and heat flux of coated pistons of a turbocharged diesel engine were evaluated by saad et al. The reduction of temperature distribution and heat flux were reported respectively about 219°F and 1Btu/min-in² in the substrate of coated pistons [42]. Thermal analysis of both steel and aluminum coated pistons of a diesel engine was performed by buyukkaya and cerit. Their analysis showed that the thermal barrier coatings increase the surface temperature of steel and aluminum pistons respectively about 35 and 48 percent, compared to the uncoated pistons [43].

Du et al. investigated the effect of thermal barrier coating on temperature distribution and the stress in pistons of a diesel engine. The results of their study disclosed that thermal barrier coatings decrease distribution of temperature and stress in the substrate of pistons, hence, the fatigue life of pistons increases. Meanwhile, the maximum stress was observed in BC layer [44].

Hejwowski and weronski inspected effect of thermal barrier coatings on the performance of a diesel engine and they found out that the optimum thickness for thermal barrier coatings is less than half a millimeter [19].

Comparing stress distribution in several pistons with different coatings revealed that YSZ is the best thermal barrier coating for pistons to withstand thermal fatigue tests [45].

Das et al. and Sivakumar and Kumar evaluated the effect of pistons with zirconium coating on the performance of a diesel engine, they come to the conclusion that the thermal barrier coating reduces fuel consumption, improves thermal efficiency and reduces unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide [46,47].

Ekström et al. investigated the effects of thermal barrier coatings on temperature distribution in the exhaust manifold of a diesel engine. Their research uncovered the fact that thermal barrier coatings reduce the temperature distribution in the substrate of the exhaust manifold about 219°F [48].

Thermo-mechanical analysis of coated cylinder heads of a diesel engine was the subject of another study by Rezvani rad et al. They illustrated that the temperature of the substrate reduced up to 80°C when the TBC system was used. Also, the Von-Mises stress decreased about 20MPa by using the TBC system. In the coated cylinder head, maximum stress occurred in the bond coat layer [49].

Buyukkaya performed the thermal analysis of steel and aluminum coated pistons. His research indicated that the surface temperature of the steel piston was almost 14% lower than the aluminum piston [50].

The effect of coated pistons on the performance of a diesel engine was investigated by rupangudi et al. They reported augmentation of volumetric and mechanical efficiency and depletion of fuel consumption. The exhaust temperature for engine with coated piston was about 40°C in excess as compared to the standard engine [15].

Quazi and parashar studied the effect of thermal barrier coating on performance and emissions of off road vehicle. Their experiments proved that zirconium oxide is appropriate coating for enhancing specific fuel consumption and thermal barrier coatings reduce unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide [12].

Danielson et al. did thermo-mechanical analysis of two cylinder head without coatings and a cylinder head of LHR engine. Their analysis indicated that some regions of the two uncoated cylinder heads entered into yield region. Hence, fatigue cracks appear in them. Thermal barrier coating caused all regions of the engine’s cylinder head of LHR motor to be in elastic zone [14].

According to the introduction, due to the lack of information on the behavior of hardening, softening and viscosity of materials the analysis of pistons and cylinder heads is mostly based on simple models of material behavior like elastic-plastic and the effects of viscosity and creep of pistons and cylinder heads are less taken into consideration. In addition, few studies have been conducted on the effect of thermal barrier coating on distribution of temperature and stress of cylinder heads. Aluminum alloy has creep behavior at about 300°C and viscosity should also be taken into account [9,10,51,52]. The main objective of this study is to simulate the thermo-mechanical behavior of coated cylinder heads based on the two-layer viscoplasticity model, viscous properties (the creep phenomenon) in coating layers occur at higher temperatures more than 600°C[36]. In some analyses, it is assumed that temperature changes have no effect on the stress-strain curves and thermo-mechanical analysis of pistons and cylinder heads is non-coupled. Since changes in temperature influence on stress-strain curves, the thermo-mechanical analysis of cylinder heads in this study is coupled.

2. The material and its behavioral model

In this study the cast alloy of aluminum-silicon-magnesium has been used to simulate the thermo-
mechanical behavior. The alloy is known as A356.0 or AlSi7Mg0.3 which is applied in diesel engines cylinder heads [8,21]. The chemical composition of the A356.0 is 7.06 wt.% Si, 0.37 wt.% Mg, 0.15 wt.% Fe, 0.01 wt.% Cu, 0.02 wt.% Mn, 0.13 wt.% Ti, and Al remainder [8,20].

The two-layer viscoplasticity model divides the elastic and viscosity effects into two elastic-viscous and elastic-plastic networks. As displayed in Figure 1, this model is presented by Kichenin [53]. This model makes the cyclic stress-strain behavior of the material predictable with reasonable accuracy [54].

This model consists of a network of elastic-plastic parallel to a network of elastic-viscous.

Plastic deformation and creep can be seen in structures such as cylinder heads of engines which are under assembly loads and temperature fluctuations. The two-layer viscoplasticity model is the best to examine the response of materials such as aluminum cylinder heads which have remarkable dependent behavior on temperature and plastic at high temperatures [4,6,8,54]. This model is in good agreement with results of experimental and thermo-mechanical test of A356.0 alloy [8].

The material behavior of different Aluminum-Silicon casting alloys was described by the nonlinear kinematic/isotropic hardening model of Abaqus software [52].

In the plastic network nonlinear kinematic/isotropic hardening model is applied which predicts the behaviors such as hardening, softening, creep and mean stress relaxation and it is a suitable model for the plastic behavior of materials [8,54].

Kinematic hardening has both linear and nonlinear isotropic/kinematic model. The first model can be used with Mises or Hill yield surface while the second one can only be used with the Mises yield surface and it is the most accurate and comprehensive model to examine some issues with cyclic loading including cylinder heads of engines. The kinematic hardening model assumes that the yield surface, proportional to the value of $\alpha$ in stress zone and also changes in the size of yield surface is proportional to the plastic strain [55]. This model has been extracted from Chaboche experience [56,57]. In order to introduce this model a nonlinear term is added to equation (1) to indicate the size of yield surface [55].

The Abaqus software uses nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening model as following equation shows:

$$\dot{\alpha} = C \left( \alpha_{ij} - \dot{\alpha}_{ij} \right) \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij}^{\text{PL}} + \frac{1}{C} \dot{C} \alpha_{ij}$$

Where $C$ and $\gamma$ are material constants. In order to introduce this model in Abaqus software the isotropic and the kinematics parts are required to be defined separately [8]. In order to define the isotropic part the equation (3) is used in which $b$ and $Q_{\alpha}$ are material constants [54].

$$\sigma^0 = \sigma_0 + Q_\alpha \left( 1 - \exp \left( b \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij}^{\text{PL}} \right) \right)$$

The overall back stress is computed from the relation (4) [55]:

$$\alpha = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \alpha_k$$

In equation (4) if we consider $N$ equal to 3, the hardening variable is divided into three parts which increases the accuracy of the model [8].

Norton-Hoff law is used viscous network in order to consider the effect of strain rate, the equation of which is the following [58]

$$\dot{\varepsilon}_V = A (\sigma_\nu)$$

Where the $\dot{\varepsilon}_V$ is viscous strain rate, $A$ and $n$ are material constants and $\sigma_\nu$ is the viscous stress.

According to equation (6) the rate of the elastic modules in the two viscous and plastic networks is express by $f$. Where $kv$ and $kp$ are elastic modules in the elastic-viscous and elastic-plastic networks respectively [54].

$$F = \frac{k_v}{k_v + k_p}$$

3. The finite element model and material properties
Traditionally, optimization of engine components such as cylinder heads was based on building a series of physical prototypes, and performing a series of different experiments and tests. Unfortunately, this method is time consuming and building a prototype in the early stages of the design is arduous. Many samples must be constructed and tested in order to achieve the precise design. This process is costly. These problems have been resolved using FEA to evaluate the effectiveness of various designs. This technique is accepted for the design and development of geometrically complex components such as cylinder heads in a shorter period and with the least cost. Cylinder heads are complex and challenging components of engines, for which the Finite Element (FE) analysis plays a critical role in optimization [11]. TMF analysis of each component needs the cyclic stress-strain distribution. Diesel engines hot components hold complex geometry and loading, and the applying analytical methods for the detection of stress-strain distribution in them is impossible. Many researchers have used finite element method to obtain stress-strain distribution in of geometrically complex components [59]. Nowadays, simulation techniques are substitute to validation tests so as to decrease the cost and time of production [5]. Cylinder heads examined in this study are shown in Figure 2.

Cylinder heads have three valve ports, each with an embedded valve seat; two valve guides; and four bolt holes used to secure the cylinder heads to the engine blocks. Cylinder heads are made of aluminum alloy (A356.0). The two valve guides are made of steel, with a Young’s modulus of 106 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. The valve guides fit tightly into two of the cylinder heads and their behavior is presumed elastic. The three valve seats are made of steel, with a Young’s modulus of 200 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The valve seats are press-fit into the cylinder head valve ports. This is accomplished by defining radial constraint equations [60].

The FE model consists of 30122 first-order 8-node, heat transfer and 3D stress, brick elements from which 8000 elements belong to TBC system. Cylinder heads loading was done in two phases involving thermal analysis and mechanical analysis.

The values of f, n, A and Q were extracted from the experimental results of A356.0 from source [8] and they were entered into the Abaqus software. There are several methods to insert the values of C and γ into Abaqus software that one of them is entering yield stress at plastic strain using the midlife cycle [8]. The yield stress at plastic strain was extracted from source [8], by means of the results of conducted experiments on A356.0 and entered into the Abaqus software.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Thermal Analysis

Thermal stresses in the cylinder heads are the dominant stresses, leading to low cycle fatigue in the cylinder heads. Low cycle fatigue of cylinder heads is caused by repeated start-up and shut-down cycle of the engine [9,10]. The main part of cylinder heads stresses is the result of the thermal loading and the rest is caused by the combustion pressure and mechanical constraints [11]. Therefore, thermal loading is the most important loading in the thermo-mechanical analysis of cylinder heads. Knowing the precise distribution of temperature in the cylinder heads increases the accuracy of thermal analysis. Accurate prediction of the temperature of the engine is very crucial and increases the precision of the FEA results. As the accuracy of thermal analysis increases the accuracy of mechanical analysis and fatigue life estimation rises [9,10]. In FE simulation the valves bridge, where the greatest thermal concentration exists, is subjected to thermal loading ranging from a minimum of 35°C to a maximum of 300°C [6]. The temperature distribution when the cylinder heads are heated to its peak value is shown in Figure 3. It is maximized at the valve bridge when there are no coating layers. Thermal loading has a considerable effect on the fatigue life and the temperature field identifies critical regions [5]. This thermal loading is applied for the uncoated cylinder heads.

In the coated cylinder heads, TC face temperature is considered as 350°C which is about 50°C hotter than the maximum temperature region of the valve bridge in uncoated cylinder heads. This temperature rise is due to have better thermal efficiency with TBC systems [21]. Then, a thermal analysis is done to find the temperature distribution in all layers. Contour results of the temperature distribution in the coated cylinder heads are shown in Figure 4. This figure shows that although surface temperature of the ceramic layer of coated cylinder heads is about 50°C higher than the cylinder heads without coating, thermal barrier coating system reduces surface temperature of the substrate of coated cylinder heads about 53°C(from 308°C to 254.9°C).

Plastic deformation and creep are observed under such conditions. The two-layer viscoplasticity model is ideally suited to examining the response of materials in these conditions [4,6, 8,54]. The cyclic thermal loads are obtained by performing an independent thermal analysis. In this analysis three thermal cycles are applied to obtain a steady-state thermal cycle. Each thermal cycle involves two steps: heating the cylinder heads to the maximum operating temperature and cooling it to the minimum operating temperature using the *CFLUX and *FILM options. The nodal temperatures for the last two steps (one thermal cycle) are assumed to be a steady-state solution and results are stored for use in the subsequent thermal-mechanical analysis [6].

The temperature in this region (node 50420) is shown in Figure 5 as a function of time for a steady-state cycle, representing a cycle of turning the engine on and off. This figure demonstrates that thermal barrier coating system declines the temperature distribution in the valves bridges. The lower temperature of the flame and the gradient temperature of the parts of cylinder heads, the less thermal stress. Thus, low-cycle fatigue life of the cylinder heads which is mainly affected by thermal fatigue will increase [61].
The temperature distribution in the coated cylinder head: (a) without TBC, (b) with TBC.

The temperature at node 50420 versus time.

The temperature distributions through the thickness at the valve bridge.

The valve bridge is a crucial region \([2, 3, 7, 11]\). Based on the source \([4]\) the first fatigue cracks can be seen at the hottest spot of cylinder heads. This region is located in the valves bridge. The temperature distributions through the thickness at the valve bridge are demonstrated in Figure 6. The temperature...
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... gradient through the thickness changes from 308°C to 254°C for the uncoated cylinder heads. For the coated cylinder heads, although this temperature gradient is higher due to the TBC system, the temperature in the substrate changes from 249°C to 231°C. It means that maximum temperature of aluminum alloy reduces up to 59°C (from 308°C to 249°C) by using the TBC system. This can lead to lower stress values in the aluminum alloy substrate. Thus, the fatigue lifetime of the cylinder heads can be improved [14, 22, 44].

Given that the main task of thermal barrier coatings is preventing heat transfer to the substrate, thermal insulation and low thermal conductivity are among the most important factors in assessing the performance of these coatings and their practical development. That means insulating the substrate against high temperatures. In other words, using the thermal barrier coatings, reduce heat transfer to the substrate keeping it at lower temperature [62]. Therefore, the engine can bear higher temperature leading to increase of its efficiency [15, 18]. This helps engine longevity and cuts maintenance costs [32, 33].

4.2 Mechanical analysis

Mechanical analysis was carried out in two stages. In the first stage the three valve seats are press-fit into the corresponding cylinder heads valve ports. A static analysis procedure is used for this purpose. The cyclic thermal loads are applied in the second analysis step. It is assumed that the cylinder heads are securely fixed to the engine blocks through the four bolt holes, so the nodes along the base of the four bolt holes are secured in all directions during the entire simulation [6]. In the second stage the thermal cycle loads were applied so that the material behavior reaches steady state. Von-Mises stress distribution at the end of the second stage is shown in Figure 7 for the uncoated cylinder head. The maximum stress, the same as maximum temperature, occurred in the valves bridge.

Stress contour results for the coated cylinder heads are presented in Figure 8(a). As shown in stress contours, maximum stress occurs in the BC layer(Figure 6(b)). This corresponds to the results by [20, 35, 36, 37]. Figure 8(a) demonstrates that thermal barrier coating system declines the stress distribution in the valves bridge. The location of cracks in cylinder heads is in the valves bridge. This region endures maximum stress due to the less thickness of material and high temperature caused by lack of proper cooling. Ergo, the cylinder heads will crack [2, 4, 51]. The stress reduction value in the coated cylinder head is about 24 MPa which can lead to higher fatigue lifetimes in comparison to the uncoated cylinder head.

The value of Von-Mises stress in the BC layer is calculated about 270 MPa(Figure 8(b)). Comparing this result to the yield stress of the BC layer can be a criterion for the crack initiation. This can leads to the crack initiation. In such cases, the failure mechanism in TBC system is the separation of the BC layer from the substrate under thermal fatigue tests. This is due to their material properties mismatch [20, 21]. In thermal barrier coating system, non-compliance of thermal expansion coefficients of the BC and TC layers, causes high stress at the interface between the two layers. According to reports, the weakest area in thermal barrier coating system is the interface of the two BC and TC layers and in the fatigue tests, this area endured failure [24, 25, 63, 64]. The interface of the two BC and TC layers is considered as stress concentration area and fatigue cracks initiation in this area [20, 64].

Figure 9 demonstrates that thermal barrier coating system declines the stress distribution in the valves bridge. The value of Von-Mises stresses in the substrate, first reduces by using TBC systems (which are caused by a decrease in the temperature) and then increases due to the complex geometry and multiaxial loadings [66].
Fig 8. The Von-Mises stress distribution in the coated cylinder head: (a) without TBC, (b) with TBC.

Fig 9. The stress distributions through the thickness at the valve bridge.

Fig 10. The plastic and viscous strain for point 1 of element 50152 versus time.
6. Conclusion

The aim of this study is to investigate the distribution of temperature and stress in coated cylinder heads of diesel engines using a two-layer viscoelasticity model. The results of FEA demonstrated that the temperature distribution in the coated cylinder head dwindle approximately 53°C by virtue of lower thermal conductivity of thermal barrier coating system. Temperature distribution in the coated cylinder head proved that the most of the heat load is concentrated in the upper area of thermal barrier coating and the substrate has lower temperature. Therefore, the cylinder head endures less temperature and fatigue life will increase. The thermo-mechanical analysis proved that Von-Mises stress decreases about 24 MPa by using the TBC system, which can lead to higher fatigue lifetime. Due to the noncompliance of thermal expansion coefficients of BC and TC layers, the maximum stress in thermal barrier coating system occurred in the BC layer. Hence, there is a possibility of failure of thermal barrier coating in BC layer which corresponds to the results of the failure sources of thermal barrier coating under fatigue tests.

The valve bridge is a critical region and fatigue cracks initiation in this area. Thermal barrier coating system reduces the distribution of temperature and stress in the valve bridge and the fatigue life of the cylinder head increases. Applying FEA and computer simulation in stress analysis and heat distribution in coated cylinder heads lead to reduction of production costs and substantially contribute to obtaining optimum thermal barrier coatings. Viscous strain was significant and its effect is not negligible. Thus, viscous properties must be considered in the thermo-mechanical analysis of cylinder heads. Temperature is effective on stress-strain curves, and the thermo-mechanical analysis of cylinder heads must be coupled.
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